grocs review:

makikok@umich.edu
1: I think it might be good to experiment in Central Campus rather than North Campus. Somewhere people are n ot too busy and they might walk in.
I envision this as a relatively small enclosed space, however, any small enclosed space intimidates people from walking in. Just because there are projectors incorporated into your project I feel that i would be hard to do if it's not so enclosed.

2: I think it would be interesting to not tell the audience and make them figure it out, but it would take a while for them to figure it out! If there is a good way to hint but not give it out completly that might be good. If you already know what it does, it would be like, oh. lets try doing a couple of things on the the dream arbitrator and that's it. I feel that it's important to create a comfortable space to almost force people to relax and stay.

3: I wouldn't really think it's necessary in the beginning.

comments:I think the idea of putting computer chat box part also on the web is good. I wasn't sure if having chat box on site is to have images/sound related to user/people who are actually in there at the time. then maybe people can get online, answer questions and maybe get password or something. That way, they can just type in password on site and you can get their information?
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1: I have no preference, I'm sure it will be dictated by logistics to a large degree.

2: a) I thin the tension between the intentionality of the viewer and the unpredictability of the illusion is critical. make the 'controls' more obvious and it becomes less interesting. but if the connection is not at all obvious people won't be as engaged.

3: It would be interesting if the visitors were the performers in a more overt way. In addition to typing in their queries/responses, maybe they could record their audio/voice responses to the results. for example "this image reminds me of..." then those audio clips could be played back in the dream arbitrator, perhaps with the voice so altered that even the speaker wouldn't recognise their voice.
Another idea: an artist/professor in NY (possibly at NYU) has been working on automatically animating the lips of avatars when provided with an audio track. It might be neat to randomly assign an avatar to present each audio clip in the arbitrator.
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3: yes, but depends on size of space
script with consideration toward generation of particular moods.

anon:

1 a) north campus , one of the instalation spaces?
b) anone, from specific invitees to passers by.

2). I think the sensory control is much more interesting.

3) It sounds interesting , but i'm not really sure how it would fit in.
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1) there's a guy who just bought a gallery on 4th st that would be very interested. (forget his name, ask me) 

what is the role of neutral space?
 2: Mediate: It will be more dreamlike and less literal and more convincing.

hapticide=bad, 
haptitate=good.

3: 
the viewer is the performer, How do they discover this for themselves as actors? Can the outfitter (gear) look like a stage hand? counselor?
The script is a program

diagram of global vs local program over time.

comments: 

how does a space store a narrative?
short term memory

collecting through the web, sound bytes.
how do  you mediate the input?
can you buy tickets online?
filter and mix local and gllobal voices within the site.
what's generated?

where is the line drawn between theatre and real life?
-gear/props
-the robot behind the curtain.

dooes it kick back? (forcing behaviour)

spock
vocab: holodeck,
Hive minds.

Stellarc,
has a pice that is a virtual head with AI that will talk to you.
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1: alleyways, outside, night.

2) very much mediated.

3: totally.

comments: check deluxe joy pilot?
PUGS techno artist (french speaking)
2uquam (montral
body art.

